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Today, Thursday, April 11, a new chapter in the history of the IVV begins with the

launch of a new Internet portal, a searchable online database for our many sporting
events around the world. Walkers will find some information already available, entered
for testing purposes. The online database portal ( www.ivv-online.org ) will publish information concerning our sports events and programs. IVV news and announcements
will continue to be available at www.ivv-web.org. An active link to the new online web
address will also be found in the bottom right corner of every page on the existing website as of noon (12:00 - UTC).
What may you expect to find in the online database?
• For the moment, the information for 17 countries has been entered, either for
Events or Walking Trails, or both. The display language may selected at the very
bottom of the page. Visitors may view the online portal in three languages (DE,
EN, FR), with five more to follow.
• Four countries already have a large number of Events and Walking Trails entered: Canada, France, Germany, Luxembourg. In other cases, fewer events or
contact information only are available, as entered by the IVV office for testing
purposes.
• The amount of information shown may vary from country, according to what
they have decided to share and how they want to share it. Some members’ information may not yet show, if it is at a future date, or still subject to revision or
completion.
• The number count of Events and Walking Trails shown on the maps may not
yet be accurate, pending changes to the automatic creation of geotags. The count
shown for both in the list on the left side of the screen is accurate. You may enlarge the map to see particular locations.

• Walks information - from the Menu selection bar, top right, choose the type of
information you are looking for: Events or Walking Trails. Note that each type has
a sub-menu:
Events: (i) Single-day events: these may be for walks, swimming or cycle events.
(ii) Guided Walking Days: walks that are, in fact, conducted with a personal
guide, a set of printed instructions, or an electronic map. (iii) Guided Walking
Weeks - as for Guided Walking Days, but last a week or more.
Walking Trails: (i) Permanent Trails: those walking routes that are open for an
extended period of time. (ii) Round and Long Distance Walks: long, circular
walks with minimum distance of 80 km.
Thanks to the IVV-Digital Committee for their vision and hard work over the past two years:
Committee Chairman - Michael Mallmann (DVV), Guy Borsenberger (FFSP), Emil Dannemark (FBSP), Graham Fawcett (IVV), Georges Kintziger (FLMP), Walter Motz (IVV) and
Tanja Müller (IVV).

Come visit our new online portal
for walks information at …

www.ivv-online.org

